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A Path' lysis Model 'Using sociological-
Variables to Examine User. Satifaction

with On-Line-Education Information.,
Systems

Accompanying the widespread introduction.Of on-line bibliographic

retrieval services has been a recognition of the needr-for ,..their careful

evaluation. Several approaches have been taken to this problem including

price-demand analyses (Cooper and DeWath, 1977), organizational studies

(Wax, 1976), data-base eValuations (Lancaster, 1969), and end-us'ers

(Brickley and TrOhoski, 1974). However, because these studies have taken

relatively narrow perspectives, they have failed to assess the inter-

relationships of various components of the services in question.... In order._

to facilitate this type of analysis, a comprehensive framework for the

evaluation of on-line bibliographic retrieval servicestis needed. The

purp ses of this paper are to present one such framework, and to provi.de

an e amble of its use.

A systems approach was used in developing the framework, incorpora-

ting the traditional categories of 'input, process,.ioutput; and feedback.

In its application, particular emphasis is placed upon assessing the

relationships between variables of interest at different stages, such as

.input and output, while coOroiling for the effeCts of intervening

vagables. It is hoped.that in ach eying a better understanding of such

TelLtonships, those Operating sear h services can make more rational

de isions about policies and proce ures.

1

Systems Framework for Evaluation

I In the evaluation framework proposed here, a systems approach is

uted to describe the cycle of activities that occur whenever an on-line

bibliographic retrieval service responds to a user's tequest. In doing

(o, four basic questions must be answered. What inputs are required?

.What -processes take place? *What outputs are produced? What feed ck



occurs at each stage? A description of the sequence of events that

occur during a search oycle provides answers to these questions./
The search cycle begins with the *submission,of a request by a user

to the search analyst, a specially trained reference librarian. They

then-"negotiate" the question, until it can be restated in' a form that

the search analyst can employ' to develop a search strategy that can be

used to retrieve relevant citations from appropriate data-bases such as,

the krAii-ational ResourcesInformation Center :(ERIC) or the Ontario

Educa.tional Research Information System (ONTERIS) files. The analyst

then queries the data-base(s) using a retrieval system such as Lockheed .

Information System ,(LIS)'s DIALOrl, System Development Corporation's

(SDC)'s ORBIT, or United. Nations Educational-Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO)'s MS/ISIS. When combinations of terms are ,

entered, the number of relevant citations and a few sample citations

are printed. If the citations' are judged to be relevant to the client's

question, the complete bibliography is printed offline and mailed to

the requestor.

The user, on receipt of the bibliography, reviews its contents and

. makes a personal assessment of its' relevance and thoroughness. As a

result, a request for original documents may,be made. When these are

delivered and read, the search cycle, as we define it, is complete.

Feedback may occur at almost any stage of the search cycle. During

question negotiation the\ search analyst.,,mes.inquiries and suggestions

about/the search topic, and °the user responds., During the\retrieval of

references, a discovery that an excessive numbeO-f---Gitations have been

located, that citations are not relevant to the topic, or that other

terms should be used, may cause negoiations to be reopened and the search

strategy altered. Even at the' end of the entire cycle, feedback occurs

whe4 an informed and satisfied (or uninformed and dissatisfied) user

returns an evaluation questionnaire.

/ This cycle of ivities forms the' system portrayed in Figureq.

At each stage, three "actors" are involved: the user, the search analyst,

and the -retrieval system. Each of the three is the referent for a number

of variables which describe the characteristics of the search service's

input's, the nature of its processes, 'and qualities of fits outputs.
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This systeks framework_provides a temporal sequence to events

occurring during a search cyclethereby allowing the evaluator to make
\

"reaSonable inferences abOut cause and effect re1htionShips. This is

important, since policy. makers must have a realistic-idea Of the

ultimate effects of different decisions aboutinputs and the organiza-

tion of processing activities. In addition, the frameworksuggests_a

categorization scheme for variables according to their roles as measures

of inputs, processes or outputs.

Application of Model

The remainder of this paper describes the evaluation of one aspect

of the Educational Information-System .Ontario (Auster and laton,

1976; Lawton and Auster, 1979) using the systems framework portrayal in

Figure 1. The purpose of this application isto determine to what

extent a client's personal and prbfessional "background is related to

his or her satisfaction with EISO. This assessment should provilade an

indication of those identifiable sub- populations of.users.whose needs

are not.Currently.being satisfied .as fully as a those of others.

_

.Sample

The population for this study is the universe of all 371 searches

reqde-tiafrom EISO between 'May 1, 1976 and April 30, 1977. Though

soMe:data:were available on allsearches, the presefit analysis was

restricted to those which h&I-been.run on ERIC and for which the

requestor had returned an evaluation questionnaire. The totarnumbdr

was 148 (40%.of all searches),',but missing responses on some variabiei--

.result in a smaller number being used for some analyses.

.Virtually all searches.were placedbj!. users from the professional

education.tomnninity in Ontario, which EISO was designed to serve.

general, 40% of EISO'S users were from school boards, 40%-utre.from

0ISE).10% from other universities and 5acUlties.of,education4 and lo%

miscellaneous: Approximately 30% of the users reported thtt,they.were

engaged in adMinis ation, 17% in teaching, 12%-in reSearch;'18%.in.

graduate study, 7% librarianship, and i4% other.



Methodology .

Path analysis was selected to analyze the relationships among

input, process, and outpdt variables because it provides a method of

testiygthe validityhof causal inferences for pairs of variables while

controlling for the effects of other variables (Rie, 1975, pp. 383-397) .

In addition, path diagrams provide heurlitic portrayals of -systems'

relationships which are well suited to th6-systems framework used to

organizeFpthe variables in this study.
_

-
.

The analytic technique used in this investigation follows the

practice§ advocated by Goldberger (1970).. In pafticular, the path

--coefficients presented here are the standaTdizpd regression coefficients

resulting from regression of the dependent variable in question on those

variables directly affecting it and those alone. In cses where there

is but one predecessor variable, the path coefficient is identical to

_the zero-order correlation coefficient; in other cases it iSeqUivalent

to, the partial correlation coefficient of the dependent Variable on the

standardized predecessor variable controlling for other variables

directly affecting'the dependent variable. ,

The amount of unexplaine lance in any dependent variable Y,

. is asSumed to be accounted for' by hypothetical "error" variables denoted

by e.. The.correlation between e: and X. is equal to ji-122where
. -

isthemultiple'correlationbetweenLandall the'.predecessor variables

directly affecting it.

Nbt all relationships for which no causal inferences are plaffsible

maybe omitted. 'Second, relationships between exoaeuous variables

02(5-grayed at the left Of the path diagram) are typically Unanalyzed,

though they are sometimes centrolled for if they are considered to

j-rrteractwinoneanother.mnalbr,corrdationsainonvnee-are'
,assumed tb..be zero and remain unanalyzed,

Path analysis requires three principal assumptions which may or may

not be valid. 'First, all relationships,are assumed to be linear; second,

relationships alt assumed to.be additive; andaird,,it is assumed no

interactions (i.e., multiplicative effects) exist-among variables. As

well, some authorswould hold that the variables are assumed tobe/tea-

sated on a' ratio e with some, 'fixed unit of measure.
.
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`For .the didhotomous variables, such as sex, and those measured in
stand,artl km.its of measure, 'such as the 'turn - around time, none of the
assuriiptions would be violated. Those measured on Likert scales, such asi

isfaction, may violate- assumptions as to lianearity and unitary '
;measurement. However, because monotonic, if not linear, relations are
expected for all relatioships involving these Variables, violation of
the first assumption wOuld, at worst, cause the relationships, to be

;underestimated."

Collection. of Data
1. .

, The major sources of data used, ii.n these evaluations were a User.

5 EvaluationQueStionnaire and a Data Sheet c&npleted by the search analyst.
In all, 131 different variables were regularly collected for each search

that was completed.' Selection ofthese items was .guidea. by key concepts

in .the disciplines of sociology, psychology and econornics. Most were drawn'

from the literature, of 'Previous evaluation studies but only those/that were
-defensible measures 'of es, status, knowledge, opinion, cost, price or
demand were included. IVhere gaps appeared, additional items were deVeloped.

Measurement of Variables ..

'Description's of the items used to measure the variables included. in
the analysis .Ighich focuses on the influence of the sociological back

,"ground of clients on their level of sat\;-ifact:~,n are listed-in Table.l.

The first five, variables in Table 1 afe'input Variables related to
the backgrounds of clients. All .are dichotomies coded 1 0. LOCATION-

refers to the location of,-the- organimtion- in which the user was employed
or enrolled as a student. SSC-needs no explanation. ORGANIZN is the

organization in which the user was employed or enrolled as a student.
The PURPOSE of the search refers,. to the use made of the search, whether
it was for professional or academic purposes. PROFROLE indicates the

user was in an addinistative or non-administrative professional 'position.
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11ARIABLES.USED_IN-EVALUMION OF USER'S BACKGROUND
AND LEVEOF SATISFACTION

TABLE 1

Variables -Item Description'land,Coding

NUmber :Name Description Coding

LOCATION

SEX Femait.t

Male

'ORGANIZN

NetrGpolitan Toronto

Oufside Metro Toronto,

Student:or staff of OISE

Non-OISE

PURPOSE Purpose of search:

Non-academic

Academic

5. PROFROLE. Professional role:

Administrative

_Non-adminiStrative

6 SYSTEM Search system used

SDC ORBIT

fLISDIALOG

SATIS65 -Overall satisfaction: .. \

SATIS1 Satisfaetionwiajpublicity
materials and directions

1

0

1

0

1

-.
,

....

en,SATIS2. Satisfaction with convenice
>>7-and-helpfuIness

10.' SATISt Satisfaction with timelineAs
of service . ,.

11 .SATIS41 Satisfaction with'qualitrof'
-technology

12 SATISS Satisfaction with,value of
bibliography-,'

N
.1-Variabl(i!S 'through 4 and 6 are recorded by search an yst,on data
sheets. .jaria.:?les 5 and: 7 through 12 indicatedby-C ent.on User Evalua-.
Lion QuOstionhaire..

4 ,

See Table 2 for complete list of satisfaction ems and construction
of subscales., \

-



The final input variable, SYSTEM, refers to, the computer search

service

The'/final

was used in executing the search:/ SEC ORBITor. LIS DIALOG. ---'

Althou this variable is "a system rather than user input, it was inclu-
.

ded in'the analysiS lecau differences between the two influenced 'the

selection of the system used in conducting searches. In particular, the
/

direst mail, service provided by SDC, which allows the computer-produced

bibliograPhy to be pent directly to the, client from SDC, meant that this

service might be ., preferred for users located some distance from Toronto.

Usei- satisfaction with various aspects of the Search service were

measured-by five subscales (SATIS1 to SWISS) consisting of pcales

included satisfaction with publicity materials and directions (SATIS/ 11,

with convenience and helpfulness (SATIS2), with timeliness of Service
/

(SATIS3), 'with the --,4aility of the bibliography. (SATIA .

individual' items used ia constructing, subscales are reported in-.

--<Tabl 2 and intlude those used in the scale used to measure overall

satisfaction (SATIS6) . The latter scale used five items Selected from

°' the subscales; not all items were incl ded bec' 19e mny clients had not

' \

been exposed to all aspects of the service an4 therefore/had d.fail6 to

respond to some items. Instead, only t ose items referripg to matters.

to _which all clients had been exposed 1 crgt ;included in the scale.

'9 a.'
/

Reliability coefficients for the ix scales were .80, .62, .78/;'

and .80 respectively. Overall, these coefi icients are suffiCiently

high for the scales to be used in assessing the satisfaction of EISO's

users w with the service.

The fact that all input variables Are dichotomies calls for speciLl
,

care 10, inttrrpreting correlation or path coefficients bet6een, these and

other variables: For example, a posil ive correlation between location

and organization would imply that uses from. Metro' Tor6nto (coded.1) tend

to-be associated with OISE (also codea-1), whereas

Toronto (coded 0) tend to ,be ,associated. with other._,An

CO.dpd 0) .- Where the second variable:is continuous

thosefrom_outgicle

stItutions (Aso
,

as in the case of

-satisfaction, a positive correlation)lpries high satisfaction is associa-

ted with the trait coded 1 an ol'satisfaction with the trait coded 0.

In the case of ..... rel, t-iorighip between, say, lOcition and satisfaction;- o

a positive co:z. .c.lon would imply that users from Metro Toronto (coded

11 were more satisfied than those from outside Toronto (coded 0).



. TABLE: 2

ITEMS. USED IN STI.SATISPACTION'SUBSCALES

Question: please:indicate' Your satisfactiOn with: the- following ielements.

of yOur EISO Search.'

SATIS1 Publicityy4e and' Directions

a.' \Convenience of-arrangements and adequacy of, dirctions

b. ACcuracy and comprehensiveness of publicity materials

c. Adequacy of- directions 17L. ordering materik'

SATIS2 .- Convenience ,and Helpfulness

a. Convenience of-arrangements and adequacy of ,direction

Helpfulnes3 of 'search analyst

SATIS3 - Timeliness of Serice,

a. nine taken to deliver-bibliography

b. Time taken to deliver materials from)EDRS
I

c. Time` taken' to deliver materials .from EISO

SATI$4 - Quality of Technology
. ,

Length of bibliography

"b". 7 Rea&bili y of microfithe:eopies

Avalabi ty Of microfiche readers:

n I

SATIS5 Value of `Bibliography and Materials

a. Bibliography itself

b. Materials located via bibliography

SATIS6 Overall Satisfaction

la, 2b, 3u, 4a, 5a

Note: Scale scores were adjusted r the nOmherof items by dividing
total scale scores by the nJmber of items. Scale: Low =,s1;

medium = 2; high = 3.

\



Sociological. Input_Nodel r.

Who .are EISO's users and how does their identity affe,:cHt' their levels
Iof satisf9tion with the service? ,As suggested above, these, are im rtant

questions which rfleCt the 'success oft the service `in achievingits oals.
By implication:, if one kind of client is less satisfied than another,
Chang-eS in the s\.e'rvic e, might be necessary in` order to raise their leVel
of satisfaction,,

The question as to the users' identities is answered here in terms
- I. .Lon,cepts notof the two sociological ed earlier, , role and status .1 We view

these as characteristicss that clients bring with them to their encounter
/ .

with the search serviob, and as such represent inputs'to thesystem..- _Since.7--
1.status is ''atself ,:n large part an attribute associated with a given' role, "

it is "difficullt to measure these. two 'aspectsse arately.- Most of the
1 ,I' _variables we have selected reflect,. to on or anaher, bothsthe

-i

role and. statusyqf the .,iridividual client
/

.DeScription of *del.

The image guiding the selection of sociological variables to charac-/terizeTISO s ,users was that of a professional ciduator working or
studying at-some location in Ontario. The uuser's(geographic location

/
(LOCATION) and sex (SEX), were viewed as two background variables. of

possible importance. Location is a factor of Considerable policy i.mP'or-
.

;lance since one 'of. EIg)'s major purposes iS to make the resourcesof a
/ .

1 v

1 7major researclln libral°;y available to educators throughout the\ price
?L,To be sure, Iirrent*Iimitations f automated retrieval systems make this

a distant goal, yet the quick re ,eval of both references and origina.l.
. (' \ \ -

documents in R1E, CIJEand ONFERIdoes prqvide access to a;large and\ . .

important body of.knowle.dge. While he sex of a client is not, in and of\a,
I 4° 1

/\itself, of primary importance, it is factor known t be relate to the
role of professional educators; in particular, relativehy few women
currently holdadministrative positions lithin Ontario s\edUcational.
System: Thus, sex was viewedaack Ownd_mariable_that, should be
controlled.' '; \-

A client's organisation (ORGANIZN), prof sional role (PROFROLE)

and purpoSe in-conducting, the Search (PURPOSE) were viewed as thd.inajor
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characteristics defining his or her role. Though the coding scheme

used in-this analysis ,-greatly simplifies the original categorization

scheme,'we originally determined whether or not a user was in any one

of 29 different types of vganizations or units; e.g., preschool,

public school board, separate school board, private. school, College of

Applied Arts and Technology, faculty of education, etc. Professional

.:i

roles were classfied into 14 categories; e.g., administration or

supervision, teaching, pupil personnel,serviceS, research, etc.

Finally, the purpose of .tae search, which -we saw as all objective in

large part determined by the individual's organization_and role; was

initially p31lacedin one of eleven categories; e.g., keeping abreast of

the field, class assignment, preparation of a bibliography, curriculum

development,\ etc.
1

To illustrate the connection among PROFROLE, ORGANIZN; and PURPOSE,

consider two typical Users. One might be a full-tire graduate student

at a faculty of education conducting a literature search for a class

assignment; te other might be a senior administrator in a public
,

school board seeking information about curriculum guidelines.

Another input variable related to the service's activities is the

parficUlar search system used (SOC's or L1S's): While not a saciological

variable, this charabteristic (SYSTEM) is included as a factor Of

-Possible importance because. one of the systems SOC,-Offers the capability

of mailing bibliographic output directly to the 'client: :Foi.those clients
-

in remote locations, therefore, SDC riafThe a preferred service. in terms

of their satisfactioTwith the service's ,turnaround

/Finally, the output variable of interest is satisfaction whiCh was

measured by 12 items relative to five'distinct aspects of the \service:

publicity materials and directions (SATIS1), convenience and helpfulness
!

(SATIS2)timeliness of servi ce (SATIS3), quality of technology (SATIS4),

and value of the bibliography (S\ATIS5); A subscale_of six items was also

derived to measure overall satisfaction (SATIS6):.

Organizing the variables descri ed above into a formal path model

results in the diagram pictured in Figu 2. LOCATION and SEX are back-

ground variables whose relationship to one other remains unanalyzed,-

but whose effects on other variables are consid d. Location may affect
.



satisfaction both directly and indirectly. One indirec- path -is through

its inluence on the system used. The second effect is via its influence

on the type of organization from which the client comes. Sex, too, may

affect satisfaction both directly and indirectly. 'the indirect effects

may be through the type of organitation or the individual's professional ,

role,

Organization 'Stands as a key intervening 'variable betwe,A the back-

ground variables and satisfaction, on which it marhave a dirett- effect.

However, it may also have indirect effects via the-indiVidual's profes-

sional role and the purpose of the search. Similarly, professional role

may affect satisfaction diredtly-or through the purpose of the search,

while the latter. variable isjostulated to have only direct effects.

jt-may be noted that other paths than those noted are pOssible;
//

'however, we are including only those which seem logical given known

relationships and-the meaning of the variables. Thus,--for example, we

have-omitted paths/ connecting, say-SEX. and SYSTEM. It should also be

noted that where direct effects are suggested, these effeCts are residual

to the effects throUgh other variables. Thus, the path connecting

organization and satisfaction represents the effect on satisfaction of

the individual's organizational status after the effects-of the person's

professional,role and purpose in conducting the search have been removed.

All residual variation which is not accounted for by any of the variables

in the model is assumed to be caused by external variables, represented-

by the ei's.

The problem for this particular-analysis, then, is to. test the

validity of the inferences about cause and effect relationships sugges-

ted by the path analysis moJel-depicted in Figure 2. While confirmation

of the relationships described by the model does not prove the existence

Of the implied causal, relationships; it would proyide evidence supporting

their plausibility.

12
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Findings

Tn this section, we shall proceed from the general to the specific,

presenting first the findings for the path analysis in which overall

satisfaction (SATIS6) is the dependent or output variable, and then the

results, for the five satisfaction subscales. Table 3 lists the correla
,

tion coefficients, means, and standard deViations for the seven varijables

that appear in the path diagram in Figure,2. The means for the sociolo--

'gical background. variables need some interpretation since ::the varithles
. .

themselves are dichotomies.

_TABLE ,3

CORRELATION MATRIX, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR VARIABLES IN SOCIOLOGICAL INPUrlODEL,EXPLAINING

OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE

LOCATION

X2 SEX

X3 ORGANIZN

X4 PURPOSE

'PROFkOLE

SYSTEM

X7 SATIS6

Mean

Standard
Deviation

.095

.51It

.430'

-.1355

.093

-.050

.531

.501

.087

-.197 1

-.309t

.004

-.024

.364

.483

-.434'

-.348 1

.007

:053

.352

.479

.294t

- -.059

'.035

.469

.501

.030

' -.081 .094

.327 :154 2.59

.471



The mean of .S3 for. LOCATION indicates that 53% of the users in the

sample were from Metro Tbronto and, conversely, that 47% were from out

side Toronto. Similarly, the means for SEX, ORGANIZN, PURPOSE, PROFROL

and SYStBI can be interpreted in terms of percentages: 36% were student

or staff at OISE: 47% of all searches were for professional as opposed t

acad ic purposes; and 15% of all searches were conducted using six. The,

mean of 2.59 (an a scale from 1 to 3) for overall satisfaction indicates

the

of

user was highly satisfied.

The zero-order correlations among the five sociological background"

riables are seen, for the most part, to be statistically significant.

In contrast; neither SYSTEM nor SATIS6, overall satisfaction, have any.

statistically significant relationships with the other variables included

he° analysis.in ,t

The path analysis in Figure.2 shims that the pattern of correlation
-

exhibited in the correlation matrix are present, when 11 of the.

backgrOund variables are entered.

LCCATIO has a very weak, non.-siknificant positive correlation udth

SYSTUV, indica ing that SDC was not.used more often for clients distant

from Toronto. Given the coding system, a negative relationship would

have been indicated:. Location has a non-significant negative correlatian

with satisfaction. What slight relationship there is would suggest

greater satisfaction among.those users outside the immediate metropolitan

area where EISO is loCated. Finally, location does have a strong positive

correlation with organization, Confirming-that most of OISE's staff -and

students who use the 'system are associated with the.main campus in

Toronto rather `than one of its nice field centres.

SEX, the other prior variabre contained in,the.path model in Figure
f.--

2 exhibitS"only one significant relationship, that with PROFROLE.
4

relationship implies that EISO's semen clients tend to hald non-administra-

tive positions', and that its male clients tend-to hold administrative

positions.,

fit the next stage of analysis, ORGANIZN is seen to Nave significant

. relationships' with both the pure of the search (the negative path

coeffiCient implies thosebutside OISE are more.likely to request seardhes

for professional rather than academic purposes) and the professional role

of the individual (the negative -relationship implies "that OISE'users te

15 18.
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TABLE '4

PATH COth:ICIENTS FOR SOCIOLOGICAL INPUT MODEL EXPLAINING SUBSCALE SCORES

f47"=4.
i FOR SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE

Path

1. LOCATION-SEX

2 '

\

ORCANIZNrLOCATION

3. \ORGANI1N-StX

4.' ,PURPOSE-ORGANIZN

5 \PURPOSE-PROFROLE

6. PROFROLE -SEX

O1 7, PROFROLE-ORGANIZN

8. SYSTE\I-LOCATION

9, SATIS-LOCATION

10 t SATIS-SEX

11 SATIS ORGANIZN

12. SATIS-PURPOSE

*13 SATIS-PIOFROLB
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not to be a.dministrators, while professional clients tend to hold
a.dministrative positions).1 Finally, ORGANIZN has a residual positive
effect on satisfaction, after the removal of effects due to Ea,
LOCATION . PURPOSE AND PROFROLE.-

la stlast stage of the p4thdiagram involves SYSLEM; PURPOSE,

ar4-,4110FROLE. SYSTEM is seen to Piave no statistically significant
\ effect bn satisfadtion. Similar conclusions hold fo; PUPY-OSE ---
6.cademic and non - academic users are equally satisfied and PROFROLE

administrators 'and non-administrators are equally satisfied.
--4Turping now to the path analyses' for //the satisfaction subscale

reported in Table 4, we note that_that pattern of path coefficients is
very similar.to that observed for overall satisfaction In fact, all
Coefficients not involving a satisfaction subscale are in fact
estimates of the sancoefficients r7idried under the preceding-analysis./
They differ only because of the different sizes, of the' subsamples for
which complete data.vere available/

Concentrating on the satisfactio7i subscaies,.we note two signifi-
,

cant correlations-. Since, among the 36 path coefficients, would

expect about, thi'S: number to be/statistically significant at the .05 -level
by chance alone even when there were

6
no real relationships, we should

not place/ much weight upon them. The two paths we refer to are between
PURPOSE and SATIS1,. satisfactiqn with, publicity'materials and directions.

a yo

This relationship would imply -slightly greater satisfaction Ath these
among users requesting ,searches for nonacademic purposes. The second

. .

sign ificant relationship between LOCATION and \SATIS5,7 satisfaction with
the valiie .of the bibliography and materials, is\negative. This would
imply that users frOm outsize a-e more satisfied with the end result of
searches than are those from inside Toronto.



Conclusion

This path ysis shows 1'1a t EISO has satisfied both of Its

major markets with :qu al effectiveness. One of these, markets, the

professional markt, is composed especially of male administratdrs

lotated thioughout-Ontario. The other, academic, market, is composeck.

of students, a.ntl, academicians. This grotp has ,a higher percentage of

women than he other, and is; in Toronto, especially at

. .

The fact that the sociol,gical input model fails to explain

different levels of client satisfaction can be taken as mark of EISO's
34°

succesrs Housed as it is in an academic library at OISE in TorontO,

one would expect a tendency for it to serve = its immediate constituency

;best. The very lack of such a relationship indicates it= has been

successful in satisfying the needs of professional educators with equal

effectiveness.

It should be emphasized that EISO,i effective. The mean score

for the clients' overall satisfaction was 2.6 on a three-point scale.

The subscale means in Table 4 show that users are also highly isfied

with EISOTs publicity materials 'and directions (SkTIS1),,i s convenience

\ and helpfulness (SATIS2)----and thequality of its techriolo (SATth).

\The users reported mOderately highlevel of satisfaction on theme

remaining two subscales, timeliness of service (SATIS3) and the aralue

of the bibliogra.:,hy and materials (SATISS) . Given that the timeliness

of service was it part dependent on delivery of materials from EMS in

the, U.S., we can even discount,\ to some extent, one of these two

The fact that the sociological input model has failed to explain

different level .of satisfa.ction does not mean the small variation:

observed in these variables cannot be explained; there may be other-

models that ar-e-inore effective at this task.
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